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ABSTRACT 

Hot a-particles and thermalized helium ash particles in tokamaks can have 

significant effects on high toroidal mode number instabilities such as the trapped-

electron drift mode and the kinetically calculated magnetohydrodynamic ballooning 

mode. In particular, the effects can be stabilizing, destabilizing, or negligible, 

depending on the parameters involved. In high-temperature tokamaks capable of 

producing significant numbers of hot a-particles, the predominant interaction of the 

mode with the a-particles is through resonances of various sorts. In turn, the modes 

can cause significant anomalous transport of the a-particles and the helium ash. 

Here, results of comprehensive linear eigenfrequency-eigenfunction calculations are 

presented for relevant realistic cases to show these effects. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Application of a comprehensive kinetic linear eigenfrequency eigenfunction calculation1 

for high-n (toroidal mode number) instabilities in tokamaks to look at the effects of hot 

Q-particles (a's) and thermalized helium ash particles (He) on preexisting instabilities yields 

a number of interesting results. These are the trapped-electron drift mode in the drift 

branch and the kinetically calculated magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) ballooning mode in 

the shear-Alfven branch. Application is made to two tokamaks which have the potential 

for producing significant populations of a-particles, namely the proposed Compact Ignition 

Tokamak2 (CIT) and the Tok&mak Fusion Test Reactor 3 (TFTR). The linear and quasi-

linear calculation is fully electromagnetic and includes all of the relevant kinetic effects for 

the magnetically trapped and untrapped (circulating, passing) particles for each species, in

cluding bounce-frequency resonances for the trapped particles, transit-frequency resonances 

(Landau damping) for the untrapped particles, magnetic (gradient and curvature) drift fre

quency resonances, and full finite Larmor radius effects. None of these effects, except for 

the trapped-a time-average magnetic drift frequency resonances, are included in previous 

calculations4"9 of ct-particle effects on high-n instabilities, so the present calculation repre

sents an extension. There are also related calculations concentrating on the effects of hot 

beam ions, rather than a-particles, without 1 0 and with 1 1 transit-frequency resonances for 

untrapped beam ions. The present calculation employs the so-called ballooning formalism1 

for high-7i toroidal modes, to lowest order in 1/n, and accordingly the calculation is local to 

a chosen magnetic surface and involves a system of three one-dimensional integrodifferenttal 

equations along the unperturbed magnetic field lines. 

For the two modes considered, which can be unstable even in the absence of a-particles, 

the effects of the a-particles and the helium ash particles can be stabilizing, destabilizing, 

or negligible, depending on the parameters involved. For the CIT case considered here, the 

trapped-electron drift mode interacts only weakly with the a-particles and the helium ash 
1 particles. For the same case, the kinetically calculated MHD ballooning mode is strongly 
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destabilized by the a-particles, which lower the critical value of /3 = (plasma pressure / 

magnetic pressure) for instability substantially, but is only weakly affected by the helium 

ash particles. Both modes cause significant quasilinear transport of the helium ash particles 

and energy, but only the MHD ballooning mode causes significant quasilinear transport of 

the hot-a particles and energy. For the TFTR case, the effects of the a-particles and helium 

on the two modes are similar, except that the critical 0 value for the MHD ballooning mode 

is not lowered significantly, and the quasilinear transport of the a-particles and helium is 

negligible. 

The eigenmode equations solved and the solution methods are described in detail in 

Ref. 1, so this information will not be repeated here. The input data for the calculation 

come from results of runs of the BALDIIR tokamak transport code,1* which provides radial 

proSles of particle number density rij(r) and temperature Tj(r) for each species labeled by 

j and also of the safety factor q(r). In general, up to four particle species are included: 

j — € for background electrons, j = i for background hydrogenic ions of mass m.i = 2.5 amu. 

representing an equal mixture of deuterium and tritium, j = He for the thermalized helium 

ash, and j = a for the hot o-particles which are still in the process of slowing down from 

their birth energy, Ea = 3.52 MeV, to the background ion temperature. Of course, j = a 

and j = He refer to the same kind of particles, but it clarifies their effects and is numerically 

convenient to treat them as two separate populations. The equilibrium distribution function 

Fj for each species except the a's is taken to be Maxwellian, 

which is a very good approximation. For the a-particles, two different equilibrium distribu

tion functions are employed, Fa = F m a and 

r e - " Q f r ) 3/4TT 
v3 + v3 ln(l + vl/v3) 
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the so-called slowing-down distribution, 1 3 where v is the magnitude of the particle velocity, 

va = (2EJma)1/2, ve = {2TJmcyi2, vc = (35T 1 / 2 m 1 ! Zi/4™ t t ) 1 / V is the so-called critical 

velocity, Zl = X!j i*e( n7m<*^J/ n*mi)> %i ' s the charge number, and H{x) is the usual Heav-

iside step function. The actual a-particle equilibrium distribution is probably close to FSD, 

but comparing results for Fa = FSD and Fa = Fma gives an estimate of the sensitivity of 

the results to this choice. The MHD equilibrium is then calculated numerically using the 

PEST equilibrium code 1 4 with pressure and q profiles obtained from the BALDUR results 

at a chosen time in the discharge. This approach is useful, in particular, for the CIT device, 

which has a strongly shaped cross section, with a vertical elongation factor of about two and 

significant triangularity. 

The previous work most relevant to the present calculation is that of Spong et al., in 

Refs. 5 to 9. In Ref. 5, the equation employed is the usual n —• oo ideal-MHD ballooning 

mode equation including the diamagnetic drift frequency u>mpi, generalized to allow for a hot 

species that is anisotropic in pitch angle, and including an additional term corresponding to 

the trapped-a-particle time-average magnetic drift frequency resonance term. It is assumed 

in this reference that all of the a-particles are deeply trapped in pitch angle, so that there 

are no untrapped a 's , and that the Q'S are Maxwellian in energy. The so-called "s-a" 

model MHD equilibrium 1 5 is employed. In Ref. 6, the equation is modified to replace the 

Maxwellian energy distribution by the slowing-down energy distribution. In Ref. 7, the 

trapped-a distribution is changed from all deeply trapped to uniform in pitch-angle, but 

still without untrapped a's. In Refs. 8 and 9, a more general model MHD equilibrium is 

employed which allows for vertical elongation and triangularity. The conclusion in these 

papers is that the a-particles can be significantly stabilizing or destabilizing for the ideal 

MHD ballooning mode, depending on the parameters considered. 

In the present calculation, there are a number of significant extensions to the physics 

contained in Refs. 5 to 9. Results are given for the trapped-electron drift mode, which 

is expected to be dominant at lower values of f3, as well as for the kinetically calculated 
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MHD ballooning mode, which may be dominant at higher values of 0. Relative values of the 

quasilinear particle and energy diffusion coefficients for the different species are given, along 

with the linear growth rates and real frequencies. Untrapped a-particles as well as trapped a-

particles are retained (as with the other species), along with the transit-frequency resonances 

(Landau damping) for untrapped particles and the bounce-frequency resonances for trapped 

particles. This also.allows the possibility of "hybrid" resonances, where both the magnetic 

drift frequency and some multiple of the bounce or transit frequency are involved. Full finite 

Larmor radius effects are retained. Thermalized helium ash as well as the hot a-particles are 

included. Quantitative results showing the importance of some of these additional physical 

effects will be given in the next section. 

In Sec. II, parameters and results are given in detail for a CIT case. In Sec. Ill, they 

are given more briefly for a TFTR case. Conclusions and discussion are given in Sec. IV. 

II. CIT 

The design for the proposed CIT device has been modified several times. The revised 

design2 considered here has (vacuum) major radius R0 = 1.75 m, toroidal magnetic field 

BQ — 10 T, and plasma current Ip — 9 MA. For this revised design, trapped-a-particle 

orbit losses due to magnetic ripple are negligible,16 so the a-particle distribution in pitch 

angle is isotropic to a good approximation, and both trapped and untrapped a-particles will 

be present. In a BALDUR transport code run 1 7 for this revised design, a time in the flat 

top period for plasma quantities is chosen that is between sawtooth crashes. The magnetic 

surfaces for the MHD equilibrium are shown in Fig. 1. A magnetic surface with (average) 

minor radius r ~ a/2 is chosen, which is somewhat outside the q = 1 surface, where a is 

the plasma edge radius. On this surface, the local parameters are: 0 = 0cn = A + ft + 

&H, = 5.82%, 0j s ZirnjTjIBl, q = 1.17, s = r(dq/dr)/q = 0.456, €o = r/Ro = 0.154, 

Ro = 180 cm, rm/r = 1.62, rnj = -(dkinj/dr)-1, ifc = {d\nTj/dr)/(d\nnj/dr), v\ = 

effective electron collision frequency/average trapped electron bounce frequency = 0.0035, 
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and n, = 3.71 x 10 M cm~ 3 . Other local parameters for the four species are given in Ta

ble I. To put the a- particle and helium effects in perspective, note that 

— = 0.5%, ~ =: 12%, - J s - ~ 25%. 
ne Pen o C J T 

while 

— ~ 9%, - — ~ 4%, —*=- ~ 6%, 
"e Pen Pen 

where 0', = dfy/dr and 0CTT — 0't 4- 0[ + /3Jfc. In addition to mode frequencies computed 

for this standard set of parameters, results will also be presented as the local 0 is varied 

artificially from 0cn- Specifically, for each different 0 value, the entire BALDUR pres

sure profile is multiplied by 0j0cn a nd ' " e numerical MHD equilibrium is recomputed. 

Also, q(Tp) is held fixed, so this constitutes a flux-conserving sequence. As 0 is varied, 

the Shafranov shift and the magnetic curvature change correspondingly. It is this varia

tion which is responsible for the so-called "second stability region" for the MHD ballooning 

mode. When 0 is varied, the r^ = — [dhi0/dr)~1, Tj, Hj/n e , fl0, and n are normally held 

fixed, so that all of the n^ vary proportional to 0. However, the rij enter the calculation 

directly only through the collision frequencies, and collisions are essentially negligible for this 

case (and are normally not included). Thus, the main effect of the 0 variation is through 

the MHD equilibrium, as has been described, and indirectly through the Alfven frequency, 

<*U = "A/qflo = [-Bo/(4ir YLj ̂ -^jY^M^Ra- K a different choice had been made, for instance 

if B0 were to vary proportional to 0~1?2 with the n,- and Tj held fixed, the effect of the 0 

variation would be somewhat different, but the final results would not differ greatly from 

those with the present choice, as was seen in Ref. 18. Alternatively, Tj could be chosen to 

vary with T3 oc 0, holding rg, rij, B0, and n fixed. More complicated forms of variation 

could also be considered. In addition, the toroidal mode number n <x kgpj, where kg is the 

poloidal wave number and pj is the gyroradius, is varied to find values at or near those which 

maximize the growth rate. Other parameters are varied to explore their effects also. 
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Linear frequencies for the trapped-electron drift mode (TEM) and the kinetically cal

culated MHD ballooning mode (k.VIHDBM) for the eigenmodes with the fewest (zero) nodes 

along the magnetic field line are given in Table II in units of w.c, the electron diamagnetic 

drift frequency, for several 0 oc n3 and n values. The results show the effects of turning on 

and off the contributions of the hot a-particle and the thermalized helium ash species. In 

doing this, the requirements of (equilibrium) charge neutrality and of its radial derivative 

must always be satisfied; this is accomplished by the arbitrary choice of adjusting rij/n,, and 
rni/rne as each species is turned on or off. Results are given for the TEM and the kMHDBM 

for 0 = QCTT = 5.80%, which is below the simplest ideal MHD ballooning mode critical 3, 

^MHD ^ g.25%, the boundary of the so-called first stability Tegion, and for the kMHDBM 

for 3 = 11.3%, which is above 0™HD. 

Comparing the different rows of Table II, it can be seen that turning on the a-particles 

with Fa = Fma and t}a = 0.118 has only a slight effect on the TEM, is strongly destabilizing 

for the kMHDBM for 0 < 0^HD, and is somewhat stabilizing for 0 > 0^D. Changing from 

r?a = 0.118 to 7j„ = 0 has little effect on the results, implying that the a-particle density gra

dient is dominant over the a-particle temperature gradient. Changing from the Maxwellian 

distribution function F^ with r)a = 0 to the slowing-down distribution function FSD with 

37a = 0 for the ot's has little effect on the TEM, increases the a-particle destabilization for the 

kMHDBM somewhat for/? < 0%"°, and destabilizes the kMHDBM for 0 > /3 cfH D. Including 

the helium ash as well as the a-particles has very little effect on the TEM, destabilizes the 

kMHDBM slightly for 0 < / 3 " H D , and stabilizes it very slightly for 0 > 0%HD. 

Thus, the most important effect in this case is the strong a-particle destabilization of 

the kMHDBM for 0 < 0^ID. The causes for this destabilization are explored in more detail 

in Table III, which shows the change in the growth rate 7 and the real frequency u/r coming 

from each of the a-particle terms or effects, for 0 - 0cn = 5.82%, n = 19, ktpi = 0.12, 

kapa = 0.51, Fa = FSD> and rfa — 0, with no helium. The top three rows in Table III are 
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of most interest. All three of these a-particle terms are destabilizing, but the untrapped-

Q-particle term is the biggest, being about twice as large as the total (time-average plus 

non-tirne-average) trapped-a term. For the trapped-a terms, also, the non-time-average 

term is about twice as large as the time-average term. This trapped-a time-average term 

is the only one of these three a-particle terms included in Refs. 4 to 9. Thus, the results 

in these references for a-particle effects on the MHD ballooning mode would have the right 

sign, but be considerably too small, for cases like this CIT case. 

To understand better physically why such a small fraction of a-particles, na/nc ~ 0.5%, 

can have an order unity effect on the growth rate, it is necessary to understand the nature 

of the resonances between the mode and the a-particles. For the case considered in Table 

III, the relevant orderings for the a-particles are: 

W.„ » Qtc, - |WP| > U>*a > U>do » 7 , (1) 

k$pa = 0(1) , and fc||£c = 0(1) , where w.„ is the a-particle diamagnetic drift frequency, 

uita is the average untrapped-a-particle transit frequency, w r is the mode real frequency, 

Wfca is the average trapped-a-particle bounce frequency, wja = (r^/Ro^ta l s a measure of 

the average trapped-n-particle time-average magnetic drift frequency, 7 is the growth rate, 

&II is the wave number along the equilibrium magnetic field line, and Lc = O(qRo) is the 

connection length. The form of the resonant denominator for untrapped particles is 1 

Gt = (uj + iuj -« •> , ) - ' , (2) 

where u3 = wT + i~f, i/j is an effective collision frequency (negligible in this case), re is a 

continuous (Fourier-transform-type) dimensionless variable going from - c o to 00, and u>t is 

the transit frequency. Keeping only the resonant part, G( ^ -iir:u/t\~l8(n - w/wt). The 

local magnetic drift frequency u>j(0) enters in determining the weighting of the different 

K values for untrapped particles.1 For purposes of illustration only, making many unjus

tified approximations, the simplest ideal MHD ballooning mode equation,*9 including an 
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untrapped-Q-particle transit frequency resonance contribution, assuming na <K n; ~ ne and 

3 < 1 is: 

— |l + ( i f f -as in0) 2 ]^- rafcosf l - r (3f l -as in0)sJnf l ]<* 
^ , ^ (3) 

-r ^ ± _ ! ^ [I - (J0 ~asmB)2}4> - iR^ = 0, 
"A 

for the "s-a" mode! MHD equilibrium, 1 5 where uj.pt = ar.^l -- T^). In fact, the results 

presented in this paper are obtained by solving much more comprehensive and accurate 

equations, presented in detail in Ref. 1. From the equations of Ref. 1, after some alge

bra, it can be shown that the untrapped-a-particle transit-frequency resonance term flta is 

approximately 
WU.aUIja 7laTi 

where C is a dimensionless function which can have either sign and which is of order unity 

for w — w ( Q . For w •/> i i t a , when Fa = F m a , \C\ is of order (u;/u> t o) 2exp(-(o//w t e) 2]; 

and when Fa = FSD-, \C\ is of order (w/ii t o) 2ii"(v„ - w/w t o )/[(u;/w t o l ) 3 + (vc/vtha}% where 

Vtha = {2Talmayl2. Balancing the Rta term with the w(w — u».p«) term, the Rta contribution 

to the growth rate is of order: 

l / 2 / 7 , v 3 / 2 2 i±^^iJ_!?2(Ikanzx (1±\ rn. c (5) 

which is of order unity for the parameters of Table III, where u ~ wla, consistent with the nu

merical results of solving the more complete equations. The small value of na/nt = 0(lQ~2) 

is compensated by the small value of (kfPi)3 = 0 (1O - 2 ) . The trapped-o-particle bounce fre

quency resonance term would make a similar contribution, with E. resonant denominator of 

the form1 Gj = (w+if/—Wj ' ± p o ^ ) _ 1 , whereu/j is the trapped-particle-orbit time-average 

of the magnetic drift frequency u/j, u/(, is the bounce frequency, and p is summed over integer 

values. However, for the parameters of Table III, this trapped-Q resonant contribution is 

smaller than that for untrapped a's, because of the! greater mismatch between |u/ r| and u/^. 
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In contrast to the kMHDBM, the TEM has iZ^ ~ w t a > <Z>t„ » 7 2; \wT • for the parameters 

in Table II, so the mode-a-particle resonances are very weak. 

A useful way of thinking about this a-particle effect on the kMHDBM is as follows: 

It is well known that the addition of resistivity, i.e., collisional dissipation, can cause small 

positive growth rates for the MHD ballooning mode even for 0 < j3^fHD. In the present case, 

collisions are negligible, but there is a much larger amount of a-particle resonant dissipation 

which has the same effect. 

The results of varying / ? « » i j for fixed Tj and B0, in the manner already described 

for the TEM and the kMHDBM, are shown in Fig. 2 for the growth rate 7. Also shown 

in Fig. 2 is the growth rate curve for the simplest ideal MHD ballooning mode equation, 

without u.p{ and without a-particles or helium, for the same magnetic surface in the same 

sequence of numerical MHD equilibria. Including m^ and the many other kinetic effects, 

but with no a-particles or helium, lowers the growth rate curves substantially to those for 

the kMHDBM, as has been seen before for various tokamaks in Refs. 20 and 18. The 

corresponding kinetic /^-critical, /?^", can be either raised, as for n = 19, or lowered, as for 

n = 58, from the simple ideal MHD /fl|JfHD, due to ion magnetic drift resonances and other 

kinetic effects. Including the a-particles with Fa = FSD and r\a = 0 for n = 19 raises the 

growth rate substantially for 0 < 0%HD and, in fact, lowers /3*,'n to below 2%! This is a very 

substantial reduction whose implications will be discussed in Sec. IV. The addition of the 

helium ash for 0 = 0Cn = 5.80% has only a small additional destabilizing effect. 

For the TEM, the growth rate curve without the a-particles or helium is fairly insensitive 

to /3-variation, at least out to 0 = 11.3%. Adding the a-particles or helium ash has only 

a slight stabilizing or destabilizing effect, respectively, for 0 = 0Cn = 5.80%. The TEM is 

unstable down to 0 = 0 (electrostatic limit), and has a growth rate larger than that of the 

kMHDBM over this entire range of 0. 
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The corresponding real frequencies u>, are shown in Fig. 3. They are all in the ion 

diamagnetic direction. The real frequency for the simple ideal MHD ballooning mode with

out uimpi is just w r = 0. For the k.MHDBM for n = 19, adding the a-particles is seen to 

substantially increase |a/,j. Various characteristic frequencies are shown on the vertical axis. 

For Q = -3CIT = 5.80% and n = 19, the a-particle frequencies are seen to obey the ordering 

given in Eq.(l). The curves for the kMHDBM for n = 19 correspond to JUV/UMJ ~ 0.5-0.7 

with the a-particles and to \ur/u/A\ ~ 0.2 without them, where wA oc n~ oc @~112. 

The particular way in which 0 = Sv^TtjTj/Bl varies can make a difference. The re

sults shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for 7 and w r assumed that ne, n.{, and na all varied proportional 

to 3, with T e, Ti, T a , and B0 fixed. In Figs. 4 and 5, this variation for the kMHDBM for 

n = 19 is compared with that for the situation in which T e, Ti, and na vary proportional 

to 3, with nc, m, Ta, and B0 fixed. This latter type of variation has some rough, quali

tative correspondence to the way in which the parameters vary in time within the ignition 

simulation1 7 with BALDUR for CIT. In Fig. 4 for 7, the two curves with a-partides cross 

at 0 = Sens where all of the parameters are the same. For 3 ^ (3cn» the variation of 7 is 

somewhat different, but the critical (local) 8 values with the a-particles are both about 2%. 

The two corresponding curves without a-particles are also shown. In Fig. 5, the results for 

w r are shown, and again, for 8 ^ 8Cn, the two uiT curves are somewhat different. For the 

case with n e , 7 ,̂ 7iQ oc 0, where w^ oc 0~x^2, !wP/u^| stays in the relatively narrow range from 

0.5 to 0.7, while in the case with Tc-,Ti,na oc 0, where UA is essentially constant, \IMTJUIA\ 

varies over a wider range from 0.5 to 0.9. 

The variations of 7 and oir with ktpi oc n are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. The 

growth rate curve for the TEM is broad, while those for the kMHDBM can be either broad 

or narrow, depending on the 8-values and the particle species included. The n values chosen 

for use in Figs. 2 and 3 are indicated in Fig. 6; they are at or near the growth rate maxima 

in n. In Fig. 7, the real frequencies are again all in the ion diamagnetic direction. 
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The variation of-; and ujr with na/nc is shown in Fig. 8 for 0 — 0cn = 5.82%, n = 19. 

Fa = FSDI and Va = 0. with no helium ash. The dependence of 7 and u), on najnf is seen 

to be almost linear, with a threshold at na/ne ~ 0.18%. For higher 0 values, the threshold 

in na/nr would be lower, reaching zero at /3 = 0™, 

The variation of 7 with TQ for the kMHDBM is shown in Fig. 9. Here, Te and Tj are held 

fixed, with Fa = i w , rj a — 0, 0 — 0cn = 5.82%, and n = 22, with no helium ash. This is a 

somewhat artificial quantity to vary, in that f̂ ,, is used mainly as an approximation to the 

real Fa, which should be close to FSD- The T a for Fa = FSD is determined mainly by the a-

particle birth energy, Ea = 3.52 MeV, and also by vc oc Tl12, and should not vary greatly in 

realistic situations. However, this variation of Ta is of interest with regard to understanding 

the Q-particIe resonance mechanisms discussed previously. As Ta varies, different values 

of K and p, for untrapped and trapped a-particles, respectively, will come into strongest 

resonance, since Kwt,put, <x E1'2 and UQ oc £ , and the average energy (E) = (3/2)Ta. 

Some rather complicated, multipeaked structure of 7 with Ta is possible in this situation, 

and is seen in the numerical results in Fig. 9. Thus, this variation is consistent with the 

explanation of the destabilisation of the IcMHDBM by the a-particle resonances. 

Quasilinear transport coefficients for each species for particles, Dj, and for energy, 

Kj. calculated as described in Ref. 18. are shown in Table IV. Since a strictly quasilinear 

calculation does not predict the saturation level for the mode and thus does not predict 

;he absolute level of anomalous transport, but only the relative levels for particles and 

for energy and for the different plasma species, the results are given normalized to the 

energy diffusion coefficient for the electrons for each mode, /c r, since : v is experimentally 

the best known of the coefficient. The particle diffusion coefficients for each mode are 

automatically ambipolar, i.e., no net electric charge is transported, since the modes satisfy 

the quasineutrality condition. 
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For both modes, electron, ions, and thermalized helium ash particles are transported at 

comparable rates, within a factor of five or so, that is, ail of them are transported anoma

lously, relative to neoclassical diffusion rates. The anomalous transport of helium ash, in 

particular, can be of benefit in a tokamak reactor. However, with respect to the transport 

of the hot a-particles, there are major differences in the results for the two modes. The 

trapped-electron drift mode does not transport a-particles, at any significant level, while the 

kmetically calculated MHD ballooning mode does. This is a result of the very weak resonant 

interaction of the a-particles with the TEM, due to the large difference in magnitude between 

the TEM mode frequency and the a-particle bounce, transit, and magnetic drift frequen

cies. Thus, if the tokamak were to operate at a low ep ,ugh 0 value that the kMHDBM was 

stable, but the TEM was unstable, then the thermalized helium ash would be transported 

out anomalously, while the a-particles would be transported out only neoclassically, which 

is a desirable situation. 

III. TFTR 

The TFTR device should also be capable of producing significant numbers of a-particles. 

A BALDUR transport code run for a situation designed to maximize the number of a-

particles, using a transport model that has reproduced experimental results relatively well 

in some cases, is described in Ref. 21. Choosing a time when the plasma parameters are 

not changing significantly, at the end of the neutral beam pulse, and evaluating the local 

parameters on a magnetic surface with r/a ~ 1/2, the parameters that will be used for the 

TFTR case are: 0 = farm = & + ft + 0m = 1.44%, q = 1.13, s = 0.727, to = 0.185, 

r„/r = 0.749, Re = 273 cm, B0 = 5 T, /„ = 3 MA, v\ - 0.0027, and n e = 2.27 x 10 1 3 cm" 3 . 

Other local parameters for the four species are given in Table V. To put the parameters into 

perspective, note that 

2= ^ 0.3%, - — - ~ 8%, - ^ a - ~ 13%, 
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while 

— =: 0.4%, -£&- ~ 0.3%, j & - as 0.2%. 
nc PTTTR PTFTR 

The results for -/ for varying 0 oc Hj, for fixed 2^ and B0, are shown in Fig. 10, 

corresponding to Fig. 2 for the CIT case. For the TEM, the growth rate drops gradually 

with 0 from its maximum at 0 = 0, but is still unstable at 0 =• 8.89%. The a-particles 

with Fa = FSD and the helium ash have only a very slight stabilizing effect on this mode, 

again because the mode frequency is so much smaller than the a-particle characteristic 

frequencies. The critical 0 value from the simplest ideal MHD ballooning mode calculation 

is 0™HD = 2.98%. With the kinetic corrections, but without a-particles or helium, the 

kMHDBM for n = 16 is unstable for 0 > 0%n = 3.38%. Including the a-particles with 

Fa = FSD is destabilizing for 0 £ 4% and stabilizing for 0 £ 4%. The amount of stabilization 

for 0 = 4.42%, say, is consistent with the estimate of Eq. (5) for \C\ 5 1, which is the 

expected magnitude of \C\ since \wT\ £ u>te in this case. The a-particle destabilization is 

sufficient to decrease the critical 0 to 2.92%, but the amount of damping from the background 

species is too great for the a-particles to push the critical 0 much below 0^HD, as occurred 

in the CIT case in Sec. II, so the kMHDBM is stable for 0 = #TFTR = 1-44%. This is due in 

part to the low value of Ttj% for the TFTR case, Tc/Ti = 0.201, compared to Tc/Tt = 0.974 

for the CIT case. For instance, if Te and dTt/dr are artificially increased so that Te/Tj = 1 

for the TFTR case (at fixed 0 and d0/dr, so that the rij and dtijjdr decrease), the critical 

0 oc rij value with the a-particles decreases from 2.92% to 2.07%. The effect of the helium 

ash is very slightly stabilizing for this mode. 

The corresponding real frequencies for the TEM and the kMHDBM are shown in Fig. 11. 

They are all in the ion diamagnetic direction. The real frequency for the simple ideal MHD 

ballooning mode without w^ is just uir = 0. For the kMHDBM for n = 16, adding the 

a-particles increases |uv] somewhat. Various characteristic frequencies are shown on the 

vertical axis. For 0 > 0^ and n = 16, the a-particle frequencies again obey the ordering 
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given in Eq. (1). The results foruv for the k.MHDBM for n = 16 give \U)T/UA\ — 0.7 with or 

without the a-particles, where ui^ oc n~ oc 0~^2. 

The variation of 7 with kgpi oc n is shown in Fig. 12 for the TEM at 0 = /3TFTR = 1.44% 

and for the kMHDBM at /3 = 4.42% without a-particles or helium ash. The growth rate 

curve for the TEM is very broad around the maximum at n = 50 or kgp, = 0.63, while the 

curve for the kMHDBM is narrower around the maximum at n = 16 or k$pi = 0.16. The n 

values chosen for use in Figs. 10 and 11 are indicated in Fig. 12. They are at or near the 

growth rate maxima in n. The corresponding real frequencies are all in the ion diamagnetic 

direction. 

Quasilinear transport coefficients are given in Table VI, corresponding to those in Table 

IV for the CIT case. In this TFTR case, for both the TEM at 0 = ferR = 1.44% and the 

kMHDBM at 0 — 4.42%, the diffusion coefficients for ions and electrons are comparable, but 

those for a-particles and helium ash are negligible. This is in contrast to the CIT case, where 

both modes transported helium ash at a significant level, and the kMHDBM transported 

a-particles at a significant level. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Results have been presented for the trapped-electron drift mode and the kinetically 

calculated MHD ballooning mode for cases representative of CIT and TFTR, from a relatively 

complete high-re linearized kinetic calculation. In particular, this calculation retains the 

resonances of the mode with the trapped-particle bounce frequency, the untrapped-particle 

transit frequency, and the magnetic drift frequency for each species. The effects of the hot 

a-particles and the thermalized helium ash particles on the mode growth rates and real 

frequencies, and the relative quasilinear particle and energy transport coefficients for the 

different plasma species have been investigated. 

For both the CIT and TFTR cases, the effect of the hot a-particles and the thermalized 

helium ash particles on the trapped-electron drift mode is weak, due to the large difference 
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in magnitude between the mode real frequency and the single-a-particle characteristic fre

quencies. Also, the effect of the helium ash particles on the kinetically calculated MHD 

ballooning mode is weak. On the other hand, the hot a-particles can have an important 

effect on this mode. Their effect is destabilizing for (local) 0 below a "crossover" value 

0cr. and stabilizing for 0 above 0cr, where 0" is somewhat larger than the simplest ideal 

MHD critical 0, o£fH D. For the CIT case, where the damping of the background electrons 

and ions is not too strong, the a-particle destabilization is sufficient to lower the critical B 

value for the kinetically calculated MHD ballooning mode to about 2%, substantially below 

0UHD -_ 8 % > 

This a-particle destabilization in the CIT case is mainly due to the transit-frequency res

onances of the untrapped a-particles, with smaller contributions from the bounce-frequency 

resonances and the magnetic drift frequency resonances of the trapped a-particles. The 

transit-frequency resonances are strong because of the near coincidence of the mode real 

frequency and the average transit frequency of the untrapped a-particles in the CIT case. 

In the TFTR case, the amount of a-particle destabilization is roughly comparable to that in 

the CIT case, but the damping from the background electrons and ions is stronger, so that 

the critical 0 with the a-particles, 0£t, is not much below the simplest ideal MHD critical 3 , 

tfMHD 3. 3 % 

The relative quasilinear transport coefficients for particles and energy for each plasma 

species have also been calculated. For the CIT case, the thermalized helium ash is trans

ported by both the TEM and the kMHDBM at a level roughly comparable to those of the 

background electrons and ions, while the hot a-particles are transported at a significant level 

only by the kMHDBM, not by the TEM. For the TFTR case, on the other hand, the trans

port of both the helium ash and the hot a-particles is negligible for both the TEM and the 

kMHDBM. Thus, the results for anomalous transport turn out to be quite case dependent. 

Anomalous transport of the thermalized helium ash, if it occurs, is a desirable thing, 

limiting accumulation of helium ash in the center of the discharge. Conversely, anomalous 
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transport of the hot a-particles, which can remove them from the center of the discharge be

fore they transfer all of their energy to heat the background species, is undesirable. However, 

the hot a-particlc slowing-down time in CIT is still expected to be considerably shorter than 

the anomalous a-particle loss time, 2 2 so that the change in the power balance is not major. A 

more serious potential effect is /3-saturation at a lower value than that needed to sustain ig

nition in this specific design for CIT, due to the substantial reduction in the critical 0 for the 

MHD ballooning mode from the a-particle destabilization. It should be pointed out, though, 

that the trapped-electron drift mode has a higher linear growth rate than the MHD balloon

ing mode, even with the a-particle destabilization, throughout the range 0 < 0 £ ^ H D , and 

that the nonlinear consequences in this situation for the MHD ballooning mode <ire not well 

understood. The relative quasilinear diffusion coefficients presented earlier assumed that the 

two modes acted independently, and this may be too pessimistic an assumption. 

A number of interesting possibilities arise for future work in the area of a-particle effects 

on tokamak instabilities. The present work has looked exclusively at the effects of a-particles 

on preexisting modes, i.e., those which can be unstable even without the a-particles. There 

is also the possibility that the a-particles could give rise to additional roots of the dispersion 

equations, above some threshold in n a or 0a. The present work has also looked exclusively 

at cases where Fa is uniform in pitch angle. In the presence of loss regions in pitch angle, 1 6 

however, Fa would become nonuniform in pitch angle, leading to additional terms in the 

mode equations.2 3'2'* The nonuniformity could have interesting effects on the low frequency 

modes considered here, but it could also destabilize ion and a-particle cyclotron frequency 

modes. Also, while the present calculation includes full finite Larmor radius effects for all 

species, it does not include full finite banana width effects, which could have an additional 

stabilizing effect. 
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TABLE I. Local parameters for plasma species for the CIT case. 

Trij(amu) Ttj/nc UkeV) m T*njjvi\ 

e - 1 1/1836 1 18.9 1.28 1 
i 1 2.5 0.817 19.4 1.56 1.165 
a 2 4 0.00532 904. " 0.118" 0.340 
He 2 4 0.0860 19.4 0.903 0.671 

"These values for Ta and rja are from the BALDUR results and are used for Fa = Fma. For 
Fa = Fsp, the values Ta = 942 keV, calculated from the slowing-down distribution, and 
TJ^ = 0 are employed. 

TABLE II. a-particle and helium effects on linear eigenfrequencies ui for the trapped-electron 
drift mode (TEM) and the kinetically calculated MHD ballooning mode (kMHDBM) in units 
of u>„ for the CIT parameters. 

mode TEM kMHDBM kMHDBM 

0 5.82% 5.82% 11.3% 
n 58 22 22 
kePi 0.36 0.14 0,13 

3 Fa la W">.c u>(ui.e W u« 
e,i — -0.249 + 0.358t (damped) -2.52 + 0.726i 
e.i.a F 

* mo 
0.118 -0.215 + 0.333» -9.50 + 0.40H —5.76 •+• 0.577£ 

e,i,a F •* ma 0 -0.218 + 0.336i -9.21 + 0.361i -5.40 + 0.605i 
e,i,a FSD 0 -0.218 + 0.336i -9.27 + 0.597i -5.48 -f- 0.793i 
e, i, He — — -0.211 + 0.373i (damped) -2.35 + 0.615i 
e, i, Q, He FSD 0 -0.169 + 0.340i -11.6 + 0.638i -5.62 + 0.78H 
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TABLE III. Changes in growth rate -y and real frequency u/r from different a-particle terms 
and effects, for 0 = BCIT = 5-82%, n = 19, k»Pi = 0.12, kgpa = 0.51, Fa = FSD, and J? 0 = 0, 
with no helium. 

term ^ 7 / w « .luv/u;.,; 

trapped-a p = 0 (time-average) term +0.071 -0.83 
trapped-a p ^ 0 (non-time-average) term +0.122 +0.03 
untrappcd-a term +0.363 +0.94 
adiabatic term -0.011 +0.17 
n,/nt and rni/rnc changes" -0.108 -1.62 
8 changes from ars +0.004 +0.48 

*To preserve (bulk) charge neutrality and its radial derivative. 

TABLE IV. Relative quasilinear transport coefficients for 0 — 0crc = 5.82% for the 
trapped-electron drift mode (TEM) and the kinetically calculated MHD ballooning mode 
(kMHDBM). 

TEM(n. = 58) kMHDBM(n = 19) 

3 Oil*. " j / « e Dj/ne KJ/KC 

e 0.33 1 0.33 1 
i 0.11 0.47 0.097 0.48 
a 0.002 -0.001 0.25 0.54 
He 0.15 0.46 0.064 0.22 
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TABLE V. Local parameters for plasma species for the TFTR case. 

Zj mj(amii) rij/nc Tj(keV) ^ r^/r^ 

e - 1 1/1836 1 5.25 0.922 1 
i 1 2.5 0.985 26.1 0.766 1.0026 
a 2 4 0.00322 814." 0.123" 0.411 
He 2 4 0.00413 26.1 3.92 5.13 

"These values for Ta and ij„ are from the BALDUR results and are used for Fa = Fma. For 
Fa = FsDi the values Ta = 698 keV, calculated from the slowing-down distribution, and 
r]a = 0 are employed. 

TABLE VI. Relative quasilinear transport coefficients for B = /?TFTR = 1-44% for the 
trapped-electron drift mode (TEM) and for P = 4.42% for the kinetically calculated MHD 
ballooning mode (kMHDBM). 

TEM(n = 47) kMHDBM(n = 16) 

3 /Jj/lte Kj/ltn DjJKe Kj/Ke 

e 0.40 1 0.31 1 
i 0.40 0.73 0.30 1.1 
a 0.004 0.0004 0.01 0.01 
He -0.0002 0.0001 -0.00001 0.0001 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

FIG. 1. Magnetic surfaces for the MHD equilibrium for the CIT case. 

FIG. 2. Linear growth rates 7 versus (local) /3 oc rij, for fixed Tj and B0, for the CIT 

parameters, in units of 10 s s ec - 1 , for the trapped-electron drift mode (TEM) and 

the kineticaily calculated MHO ballooning mode (kMHDBM). Results from the 

simplest ideal MHD ballooning mode equation with u/,^ = 0 are also shown for 

reference. 

FIG. 3. Real frequencies u/r corresponding to Fig. 2, Characteristic single-particle frequen

cies are indicated on the vertical axis. All real frequencies here are in the ion 

diamagnetic direction. 

FIG. 4. Growth rates 7 versus (local) /3 for the kMHDBM for n = 19 for the CIT parameters. 

Results are shown for cases with a-particles where n„ JI<,n a oc /?, at fixed Te, Tj, Ta, 

and where Tt,Ti,na cc /3 at fixed ne,nt,Ta. The corresponding curves without 

Q-particles are also shown. 

FIG. 5. Real frequencies u/P corresponding to Fig. 4. All real frequencies here are in the ton 

diamagnetic direction. 

FIG. 6. Variation of 7 with Jfc,# cc n for the TEM and the kMHDBM for the CIT parameters. 

The n values used in Figs. 2 and 3 are indicated in parentheses. 

FIG. 7. Variation of w, with k»pi <x n corresponding to Fig. 4. 

FIG. 8. Variation of 7 and wr with na/ne for the CIT parameters for j3 = 0CTT = 5.82%, 

n = 19, Fa = FSB> and r\a = 0, with no helium ash. 

FIG. 9. Variation of 7 with Ta for the kMHDBM for the CIT parameters with Tt and Ti 

held fixed, Fa = F^-, rja = 0, 0 = (9Crr = 5.82%, and n = 22, with no helium ash. 

FIG. 10. Variation of 7 with (local) 0 oc n,, for fixed Tj and B0, corresponding to Fig. 2, for 

the TFTR parameters. 
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FIG. 11. Real frequencies uir corresponding to Fig. 10. Characteristic single-particle fre

quencies are indicated on the vertical axis. All real frequencies here are in the ion 

diamagnetic direction. 

FIG. 12. Variation of 7 with bpi oc n for the TEM and the kMHDbM for the TFTR param

eters. The n values used in Figs. 10 and 11 are indicated in parentheses. 
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